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Hell hath no fury like a woman scorned...

Love Mother Love Daughter is a twisted and compelling tale of a mother and daughter who are both under the spell of
a bewitching gypsy flamenco guitarist, Romero. He steals their unsuspecting hearts and uses them to satisfy his
deepest desires � and the power he craves. These two powerful females come to worship, adore and hate him for the
evil eternal triangle he has forced upon their lives.

Julianne Gordon, a beautiful former model, works for one of the most famous fashion houses in Europe. She has
spent her life reinventing her past and shielding her teenage daughter Kira Mae from a devastating family secret.
Following a vicious attack by a family member, they escape to Spain in search of a new life � where they are both
seduced by Romero. Julianne bravely fights to release Kira Mae when she is imprisoned in a jail, wrongly accused as
an accomplice to murder. They are horrified to discover they have been cruelly manipulated by their malevolent
lover � who will come to know the full force of their hatred and wrath. They have a secret weapon. Revenge, when
it comes, is sweet...

Dealing with universal themes of love, loss and betrayal, the complex relationships of these beautiful blondes and
the passion of their obsessions will captivate readers in a story that delivers dramatic twists and leads triumphantly
to a deadly conclusion. The glamorous world of international high-fliers and the sordid underworld of international
criminals offers an intriguing insight into a jet-set life � and descends into the shadowy depths of greed, betrayal and
revenge. Love Mother Love Daughter is a gripping romantic crime thriller that will appeal to both men and women.

ELLEN FRAZER-JAMESON is a journalist, broadcaster, author and theatre arts professional. She co-presented the largest late night
show in Europe on BBC Radio 2 and has appeared on numerous radio and television shows. In America, she enjoyed a career as an
actress and ran a theatre company based in Miami Beach, Florida. Ellen lives in London and Miami Beach.  
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